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fa made of the egoistic or altruistic reference of the feeling. The
second main class coincides with all those emotions usually designated
Esthetic. Finally, in Book HL, the "Complex Emotions" are
dealt with, meaning those continuous modes that have been called
Affections, Passions, &c.

The author starts upon his whole inquiry with a complaint that the
word Feeling is made to " embrace two such different mental pro-
perties as Sensation, on the one hand, and Emotion, as of fear, hope,
grief and anger, on the other." Declaring it, thereupon, " desirable to
have the emotions separated from the feelings," he apparently
identifies Feeling with Sensation ; but this does not hinder him from
finding the central fact of Emotion to be " a conscious feeling," and
generally from using the words Emotion and Feeling as interchangeable.
If it be true, then, as he further says in his preface, that "the vagueness
of the idea " of Feeling " favours the tendency on the part of the pre-
vailing physiological psychology of the day to resolve all feeling, and
our very emotions, into nervous action, and thus gain an important
province of our nature to materialism," it is difficult to see how hia
own use of the word can prevent that consequence. The book, as a
whole, can hardly be said to throw any new light on the subject, but
it contains many interesting observations, and is pleasantly written.

Introduction to the Science of Language. By A. H, SAYOB, Deputy
Professor of Comparative Philosophy in the University of
Oxford. 2 vols. London: Kegan Paul, 1880. Pp. viil, 441,
421.

This " attempt to give a systematic account of the Science of
Language, its nature, its progress, and its aims," appeals to the philo-
sophical hardly less than to the philological student. The author begins
with a survey of " Theories of Language," going back to the traces
of the first reflective efforts of Babylonian and Assyrian grammarians,
and bringing down the account to the latest philosophical speculations
of German origin. He then opens up, in a long chapter, his own
view of " The Nature and Science of Language," defining Language
provisionally as " consisting of certain modulations of the voice,
variously combined and arranged, which serve as symbols for the
thoughts and feelings we wish to express "; and urging more particu-
larly that, as the Sentence is the unit of significant speech, its differ-
ent forms, " that is to say, the different modes in which the relations
of subject,- object, and verb are denoted will constitute the only
sound basis for classifying speech ". " The three Causes of Change
in Language "—Imitation, Emphasis, Laziness—are next set forth at
length in a separate chapter, followed by five others constituting the
main body of the work. These (with various appendices) treat, in
order, of " The Physiology and Semasiology of Speech (Phonology
and Sematology)," " The Morphology of Speech," " Roots," " The
Inflectional Families of Speech," " The Agglutinative, Incorporating,
Polysynthetjc, and Isolating Languages". Two chapters of a more
general character complete the work, entitled " Comparative Mytho-
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logy and the Science of Religion," " The Origin of language, and
the relation of the Science of Language to Ethnology, Logic,'and
Education ". In the last, he maintains, as the outcome of all the
successive inquiries directed to the question of origin, that -Language
ia now seen to be " the product not of one cause, but of a combination
of several Grammar has grown out of gesture and gesticulation,
words out of the imitation of natural sounds and the inarticulate
cries uttered by men engaged in a common work or else moved by
common emotions of pleasure and pain." Such as it is, " the faculty
of speech, whether exercised or unexercised, is the one mark of dis-
tinction between the man and the brute. All other supposed marks
of difference—physiological, intellectual, and moral—have successively
disappeared under the microscope of modern science. But the pre-
rogative of language still remains, and with it the possession of con-
ceptual thought and continuous reasoning." True, " the difference
between the beginnings of language which we detect in animals and
the first attempts at speech in early man is but a difference in degree;
but differences of degree become in time differences of kind ". As
regards Logic, Professor Sayce would contend (after Mr. Sweet) that
that science (meaning formal logic) is in an evil case—both suffering
itself and harming the science of language—so long as its professors
do not recognise that it must be based on the essential principles of
language as made out by general linguistic science, instead of reflect-
ing the grammatical forms of a particular speech, misinterpreted, too,
as these were by ignorant Greek grammarians. Professor Sayce does
not sufficiently develop his view; but when it is said that " had
Aristotle been a Mexican, his system of logic would have assumed a
wholly different form," the obvious remark occurs that Aristotle might
still be doing a very useful and necessary work in devising a logic
accommodated to the kind of language in which he actually thought,
and that those whose speech is of the same fundamental type may
find their profit in continuing to regulate their thinking by means of
that logic. The two volumes are marked by great freshness and
vigour of thought

Aristotle. By GBOBGB GHOTB, F.R.S., &c. Edited by Alexander
Bain, LL.D., and G. Croom Robertson, M. A. Second Edition
with Additions. London: Murray, 1880. Pp. xiii. 681.

" This Edition is an exact reprint of the First Edition [18721 with the
addition of two important Essays on the Ethic* and Politic* of Aristotle,
which were found among the author's papers. They were originally pub-
lished in 1876, in Fragmenti on Ethical SubjtcU, but would have been in-
cluded in the First Edition of this work, had they been discovered in
time."

Teutonic Mythology. By JACOB GRIMM. Translated from the Fourth
Edition, with Notes ind Appendix, by James Steven Stalybrass.
Vol. L London : Swan Sonnenschein and Allen, 1879. Pp. viii,
437.

The translation of Grimm's standard work is here begun by a man
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